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Introduction:
•  It is possible to make light out of sound with the phenomenon     
       of Sonoluminescence. 
•  The light comes from collapsing bubbles in an acoustic   
     (ultra)sound field. 
•  The collapse leads to extreme pressures inside the bubble    
     where the plasma of the bubble reaches temperatures up to   
     25.000 K. 
•  A visible light can be observed by using sound waves with a                                 
     frequency between 20 kHz and 1 MHz in different mediums. 
•  There are two types of sonoluminescence we are focusing on   
     Single Bubble SonoLuminescence (SBSL).

         Figure 1: The steps of Sonoluminescence.

Hypothesis:
We amied for making a better 
container by inverstingating the 
following hypotheses:

•  A closed cylinderal container will
   make the most stable surroundings
   for a SBSL bubble system driven by 
   two Piezo transducers. In regula-
   tions with the equation 

•  A high pressure effecting the 
   bubble might increase the average
   of gasses or increase the friction
   and thereby an increased reaction.

 
•  A higher reproducibility in the 
   water-degassing-system would
   lead to  more likevise results in the 
   experiments because of the airs 
   large effect on the phenonemon. 

Materials and Methods:

Figure 2: the closed container, high and 
low pressure, gassed and degassed.

Liquids/gasses : Water degassed to -0.8 atm, air (78% Nitrogen, 21% 
Oxygen and 0,934 % Argon)
Lab Setup:  A signal generator, oscciliscope, amplifier HY2005 APR 
2008, 30 v power supply with and 15 v without earthing med stel-
forbindelse. Cooling box from flamingo, fitting material, spraypaint.

Sonoluminescence container made of Ø65 and Ø10 aluminium 
bars, Ø60 transparrent PVC cylinder tubes, epoxy, thread bars and a 
10 Ohm resistance 

Water-degassing-system made of Ø60 transparent PVC cylinder 
tubes, Ø70 PVC ends and Ø10 aluminium pipes.

The system: 
•  Desinfection of the 
   SBSL container and 
   water by filterboiling. 
•  Water degassed for 3 
   hours and system is 
   connected to the
   amplifier.
•  Small piezotransducer
   was placed to reciewe 
   obsereved signal.
               Figure 3: The system.

Results:
•   A completely new and innovative standard experiment has   
    been developed.
•   Captured stabile bubbles up to 3 min and 56 sec both with   
    and without observed light, which was better than our                   
    standard defined results. 
•   Lately multiple bubbles have made some rare stabile    
    symmetrical formations, which is under analysis.

Discussion:
Two main factors can be the reason why it is hard to capture the 
bubble in our system: 
1. The piezo termic transducers are to small to get the container  
 into resonance
2. The water are to degassed and therefore will not accept the   
 bubbles.

Conclucion and Future Perspectives:
•   We are nearly at a state where we can use the environment we  
 have created to make successful, continuous experiments with  
 sonoluminescence in varying pressure.
•   Some professors agrees with our hypotheses and our future   
 perspective is to even out the small mistakes, focus on every  
 little detail and prove our hypotheses.


